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EDITOR’S NOTE
Dear Readers,

This is a special issue, being the fourth and final issue of the year. It is hard to believe that Spinebind
is a whole year old. It has survived the global headache that was 2016, bringing together international
writers and readers despite the conflict, the politics, and the violence. It has stayed afloat during a job
change, a city move, and the final year of a university degree.
The fourth issue has a strange sense of finality about it. I don’t know what is going to happen this
year, but I do know that editing this magazine has been a highlight of 2016, and of my life so far. The
excitement that I felt as that very first proof copy arrived in the mail is something that I will never
forget. Now all I can ask is that you, the readers, join me in embracing the uncertainty that comes
with 2017.
The pieces in this issue, as always, are unique, daring, and honest. They have travelled far and wide
from New York, Dublin, Edinburgh, Brisbane and Washington. Each of the writers has been incredible throughout the editing process, and I feel so grateful to have had the opportunity to collaborate
with them.
I sincerely hope that you enjoy reading this collection as much as I have.
Yours,
Tamara Drazic
Contact:
Edited and created by Tamara Drazic

spinebindeditor@gmail.com
http://spinebind.com
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Barcelona, before I had food poisoning
By Carmen Henry

In broken English the taxi driver redefines my notebook,
His words: “Beautiful Barcelona” like a headline in my notebook.

Gaudi hails Picasso from concaved alcoves,
In the copper Mediterranean Gehry cries to my notebook.

Walking rooftops watch strung laundry coloured by the sky,
Apartments behind aluminium windows blind my notebook.

Electrical wires above doorways publish restaurants,
The unfinished candlestick cathedral drips wax binding my notebook.

Deep fried peppers like pigeon toes ordered twice tonight,
On reflection, tapas and wine broke the spine of my notebook.

How European to offer bar stools and not chairs,
In front of us, pastries rolled in butcher’s paper miming my notebook.

I lay in the clay in the sun, vermillion bodies whining,
Pickpockets not in stations or by apartments but hide in my notebook.

Internet cafes traded for live guitar music,
Strangers softened by sangria, a patent shine to my notebook.

Carmen, you should try the seafood paella.
“Shellfish undercooked.” underlined in my notebook.

Carmen Henry is an undergraduate student of Law (Honours) and Fine Arts. She is celebrating her first
rejection letter.
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Shooter, In The Land Of No Clocks
by Andrew Tran

My older brother Jordan seemed normal this Thurs-

right hand and gently touched the white adhesive

day afternoon, when I saw him placing bets at the

bandage covering his fingers. A thick Band-Aid

craps table in Maryland Live Casino. At least there,

draped his thumb, dried pus jutting out. Blood seeped

he thrived, even if success sometimes eluded his

from his wound, and dripped on the floor. Jordan took

grasp. He pretty much lived in the kaleidoscopic

a handkerchief from his pocket and wiped the blood

building. One time, he brought a sleeping bag and

from his hand. He continued to massage his right

raggedy pillow, and took a nap by the slot machines.

hand, this time with a cigarette tip. Although I was

He should have been kicked out by the bouncers, but

accustomed to seeing him get into trouble, before to-

Jordan charmed his way out of it, even managing a

night, I had never seen him injured this badly. I want-

free jack and coke out of the ordeal. Even bummed a

ed to ask him: What the fuck happened to your hand?

cigar, off one of the cocktail waitresses. That was

But it would be a terse and pointless dialogue because

Jordan, a charming guy. Nothing seemed to bother

I knew. And now it was crushed, like his spirit, like

him. Nothing except for losing, which happened,

mine. Jordan was paid to play on the Steinway grand

often.

piano every other day, at O’Henrys Lounge, and now
I didn’t know if he would be capable of playing.

I walked over to the main gaming area,

headed straight for the section with five craps tables.

I moved quickly through the crowd of beautiful

I smiled as soon as I saw my brother. This time, Jor-

and well-dressed people, trying to speak to my broth-

dan was cradling a bourbon with his left hand. He

er, but Jordan was in his zone and focused on the ta-

winced as he lifted his drink and took a long sip. He

ble. He pursed his lips, lifted the cigarette, and nib-

stroked his dressed right hand with his thumb, slow-

bled on it. I wished to get him out of there, even

ly and carefully. I blinked back tears, my heart

though I knew, in this place, he could feel normal, or

thumping, as I gazed at his injury.

a semblance of normalcy. I didn’t want to hover over
him—like a concerned parental figure, a short

Jordan fiddled with the small sutures on his
8

shadow, or a guardian angel, but he acted careless,

Jordan, the current shooter, fidgeted silently. Like

made impossible decisions, and then relied on me to

a king, he stood behind a giant fortress made out of

get him out of debt. After the fifth time we agreed

three towering stacks. Red and green and purple play-

on an arrangement. I would budget all his winnings.

ing chips. He grabbed half of the chips with his left

I held on to his funds, in order to manage his spend-

hand, and placed them on multiple sections of the

ing habits from descending into frivolity and chaos.

green. With his right hand, he clutched the pair of red

And I allowed him to spend 60 dollars every Thurs-

dice and hunched over the felt table. He bent his el-

day afternoon, and only on Thursdays. Our mother

bow back and launched the dice against the black

was born on a Thursday.

foamboard, exhaling a breath.

I looked down at the laminated playing card in

The dice revealed an 11 for the first roll. Jordan

my clutch and pressed my finger around the surface,

smiled broadly and clapped his hands with gusto. The

reading the messy description: “I, Jordan Fitzcarter,

group of well-dressed and beautiful people standing

agree and promise to not spend more than 60 dollars

around the craps table broke out into an applause.

on Thursday afternoons. And that my sister, Victoria

They gave him a standing ovation, clapping their ap-

Fitzcarter, will hold onto my money and my win-

preciation. Others whistled and fist-pumped. I smiled

nings. If I break this promise, I will have to stop

as well, glad to see my brother winning. I wanted him

gambling for 8 months, and not a month less.” He

to win, instead of plunging into madness. I wondered

had the same card, white and laminated, enclosed in

how long his high would last—this winning high. It

his leather wallet. At least, I hoped he did.

never seemed to last the night.

From a few feet away, I stood and worried. My

I crept forward, watched as Jordan cracked his

hands perspired and my heart raced for my brother’s

fingers back and stretched his wrists out, like a ball-

well-being. A group of nine beautiful people leaned

player reading to throw his first pitch. A gorgeous,

over the green felt top, and placed several 10 dollar

skimpily-dressed lady holding a tray full of drinks,

bets behind the No Pass line. Some added another

handed Jordan a bourbon. He smiled at her— distract-

10 dollars to protect their initial bet. The people

ed easily. She turned around, blew him a kiss good-

cupped their hands over their mouths. They nar-

bye. His cheeks grew pink and he laughed. The grey

rowed their eyes and shouting loudly. “C’mon

mustached dealer passed Jordan the pair of red dice

shooter, roll a 7 or 11.”

and huffed. Lighting a new cigarette, Jordan noticed
me in the crowd and waved. Not wanting to be seen,
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I bit on my lower lip and waved back.

The grey mustached dealer groaned and gave a look
of fake sympathy. He smiled, as he bent forward and

Jordan winced and then rolled the dice across the

picked up the multitude of bets. He stared extra-long at

green felt top. The dice hit the black foamboard, rolled

my brother and gave him a wink, as though he were

around on the green, and tumbled back and forth. And

blinking something out of his eye. Jordan laughed bit-

then, finally, the dice revealed an 8. The group of well-

terly-- and flipped the dealer the bird. The group of well

dressed and beautiful people murmured their approval

-dressed people moaned their displeasure and shook

as they leaned over the table to place their bets.

their heads. Some of them patted my Jordan on the

They made all kinds of bets, the playing chips rang-

shoulder. And some of them glared at him, burning and

ing from 10 to 25 to 100 dollars, some on a single

steaming. Jordan pounded his fist on the cushioned sid-

space of green. They spoke in a hushed and rushed

ing. He craned his head around and looked at me with a

manner, as though they were speaking a foreign lan-

blank stare, the creases in his dimples slackened, and

guage. After the bets were placed, lighters ignited and

his face bloomed with pink embarrassment. He

cigarettes were smoked. People drank their liquor and

mouthed the words: I’m sorry Vic.

beer, all of their eyes falling back onto my brother.

I leaned over and tried to give him a hug, stretching

This made me uncomfortable. I watched Jordan,

out my arms, but my hands weren't strong enough.

once again, picking up the pair of dice. He winced and

They couldn't keep Jordan’s upper frame from crum-

grabbed his right hand. I took a deep breath. He lin-

bling. He cleared his throat and dropped his cigarette

gered around the craps table and circled it like a pan-

butt in his leftover bourbon. And then, he dropped his

ther prowling a wounded beast. He wore a beat-up

head in his hands and screamed silently. He looked up

black turtleneck and blue sunglasses, spotty pleated

as the mustached dealer reached forward and grabbed

pants. I assumed clothes he bought from his past win-

the pair of red dice with a hooked wooden rod. Jordan

nings.

winced and grabbed his right hand, holding it like a ba-

Jordan, leaning over the green and swinging his

by. The group of beautiful and well-dressed people

arm back, trembled when his fingers let go of the dice.

started to exit the area. Jordan dragged his feet as I

This time, they bounded roughly against the black

pushed and shoved him away from the crowded craps

foamboard. He raised his hands up and pulled his thin-

table. I asked him, “What happened to your hand?”

ning, black hair, as a seven appeared on the green felt

Walking towards the entrance of the casino, Jordan

table top.
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turned around, unravelling his lanky body from my

“I pleaded with them to stop,” he said.

tightly wound grasp. He did not make eye-contact, ra-

I held my brother’s head all the way to the hospital

ther choosing to stare at the casino’s bejeweled carpet

and all the way home afterward.

floor. As Jordan rolled his shoulders nonchalantly, and

Jordan and I shared a two-bedroom red brick loft in

began to walk away, I grabbed his shirt sleeve and

Alexandria, VA. I turned the heat up on the stove, and

pulled hard. He was yanked backwards, spinning

grilled Brussel sprouts, baby potatoes, and marinated

around slowly, like a top being uncoiled.

chicken strips. As I cooked the meal, I poured myself a

“I made a bet earlier, using someone else’s chips,”

gin and tonic, drank it completely, and then made a sec-

Jordan said, still engaged with the carpet. “We agreed

ond gin and tonic. Jordan came over, pulling up a chair,

that if I won with their money, I’d keep half of the win-

sat down, and reached forward. Before his fingers could

nings. If I lost they could have my watch.” He paused.

touch the glass, I picked it up and guzzled down the

The watch Jordan had pawned cost 250 dollars. I

drink. He frowned.

knew this because I had bought it for our Mother’s

“You’re on painkillers, you idiot,” I said to him.

birthday a few years ago. My brother lived in The Land

“How can you still be angry with me?”

of No Clocks. Sometimes I saw him with the watch. I
guess he wanted to know what time it was, always. And

I continued preparing dinner.

now, his time-management was finished. He tried to

“I’ll get the money back. I’ll win tomorrow. It’s

place his arm around me and cheer me up with a smile.

just been a bad week. Winning streaks always follow
losing streaks.”

I stepped in, “Then what Jordan? Then what? Jesus,
look, your hand is battered.”

“That was mom’s watch Jordan.”

“I lost the entire bet. All the money’s gone,” he

Jordan nodded. “I’m sorry,” he said.

said.

I shook my head and said, “Are you though?”

“Then what?” I said impatiently.

“I’m telling you, I’ll win next time.”

“Those fucks took me out back behind the dump-

“With what money?”

sters. Set my arm down on the pavement. First, they
“I’ll—”

ripped the watch off my wrist, then he pulled out a
hammer.” Jordan stopped. I embraced him.
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“You’ll what? Gamble again? Lose your other

The next morning, when I woke up, Jordan was

hand?”

gone. And so was the piano.

Jordan huffed and drummed his fingers on the

I rushed over to the casino, headed to the craps ta-

counter. He got up from his chair and started to walk

ble section, but he wasn't there. I lit a cigarette and

away. “Nice talking to you Vic,” he said.

smoked, fidgeting, as the dice were rolled.

“Where are you going?” I asked.

The grey mustached dealer motioned me over.
“What’s wrong?”

“Where do you think I’m going? Over to the next
room.”

I blew out smoke. “I can’t find my brother.”

Besides the kitchen and the bedrooms, the only oth-

The dealer nodded and said, “He’s one of the shoot-

er room in the loft was the living room. The maple up-

ers right? A regular?”

right piano stood there. I turned off the stove and the

“Yeah, he comes here. A lot actually.”

fire dwindled. I took a spatula and picked up the food,

“He was here earlier; the one with the broken hand

placing it on two paper plates. “How are you going to

right?”

play piano with an injured hand?” I asked, taking a

“That’s right,” I said.

napkin to wipe off the grease from the frying pan.

“He mentioned the pawn shop. Try there.”

Jordan shrugged. The sound of the piano filled the
house within seconds. I set my glass down on the coun-

I thanked the dealer and left the casino. I found the

ter, smoothed out the wrinkles in my cardigan, and fol-

pawn shop sandwiched between a Chinese takeout

lowed the sound.

place and a theatre playhouse. I went inside and shut

I pulled up a chair, sat down, and watched Jordan

the door behind me. The upright piano was standing up

while he played the keys gently and fluidly. He was

against the back wall, behind the counter. A burly man

playing the piano with only his left hand. He wiggled

rested his arms on the table, and watched me.

the fingers on his right hand, ever so slightly. “Not ex-

I smiled. “The man who pawned that piano.”

actly Mozart am I?”

He nodded. “Just missed him.”

I laughed. Jordan turned back to the piano and be-

For the second time that day, I thanked a stranger.

gan to play the keys again. I stood up from my chair
and left the room, at ease.
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When I got back to the loft, I went to the kitchen,
poured myself a gin and tonic, and then noticed that
Jordan was laying on the couch, asleep, clutching a pillow. I wanted to grab him by his shirt collar and shake
him. But then, as I walked over to the coffee table, I
noticed something sitting on one of the magazines.
It was my mother’s watch. I picked it up and in-

spected it carefully. I couldn’t believe it was sitting in
the palm of my hand.
I squeezed Jordan’s arm. “How?”
He smiled, but kept his eyes closed.

Andrew Tran is a young professional working and living in the Washington DC Metro Area. His work has
featured in The Virginia Normal, Defenestration Magazine, and Calliope, and currently at Queen Mob's
Teahouse. He's a graduate of Virginia Commonwealth University, and he has a degree in English.
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the failure of communication.
(—the gesture). …
By Mark Bolsover

touch.
(—the hand. … —a gesture…).
…
… —with V. … —the revelation that she made (to me). …
(—… when she… —opened up (so rare) to me…
sitting in the pub—the usual (—her table)…

—gloom (—always)-slight, despite, outside (without), the daylight, remember. … —the pub.—empty
(almost)… ). …
… —sat alone (together),—on opposite sides of the table. (from each other).
…
and when she told me… —how… hurt she looked…
(—the point of tears. … —holding (them) back. …).
and I wanted to comfort her, so badly…
(… —t’ ‘ve been able to…—take back (to ‘ve taken back)… -to ‘ve—undone the hurt (—taken it away (goddam it)… —what’d happened.—what’d hurt her like that… )… ).
…
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…
—and I felt… … —lost, (hmm.) (somehow) (—alienated—impotent-awkward),… —on the other side of
the table. (—break.—a distance. … (impotent)). …
and—so I… moved round,—to (be able to) sit—next to her…
…
and I (tried to)—take (—to hold) her hand. …
(a—pathetic gesture, really. … … (—feeble. … …—childish—? (hmm.)… )—self-serving-selfish. … —? … ).
and the-that gesture, (somehow.—for some) was… —lost. … —failed (-failing.—fell… ).
and I moved,… —back around the table (round). …
(—she asked me to).
to sit.—opposite. …
…
—with H.
…
(when)—in Peru. …
…
… —having trekked,—for days,—through the Andes,… —along the Inca’s trail…
before dawn.
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…
climbing the last,—through the jungle (—rain – forest)… up that (steep) staircase (—set of steps),—to
the sun – gate. …
…
—to watch the sun rise on-over Machu Picchu. …
—at dawn. …
(… —the sun (light)—bleeds down (—a wave…—falling) down the mountains (side), and on-to the temple…
… —and the stones of the temple glow. … —a soft (humid) white(-yellow) (—golden—?)—amber glow
…
—another form-sort of… revelation, I s’-pose…
… ).
—moving, and beautiful—after the days in-of the rainforest—approaching (to) (—suspense (of sorts),—a
crescendo (builds-building).—(a) culmination. (… —the goal-th’ boon. … (—the aim-purpose, always, of the
Incas’ journey… …—religious – pilgrimage. ((the) sublime.)… ).
and, as the sun rose (—fell… ), and the temple glowed,… —I offered H. (—emotional) my hand (to hold)
… (—solidari-camaraderie (—we have achieved—are here),… —comfort… … ).
… —and H. … —shook it. …
… —misunderstanding the gesture.
and so,—it fell flat. …
…
17

—the failure of the gesture. (—left… hanging. … —refused,… —aborted,… —misinterpreted. … ).
never—accepted.
—never consummated. (—realised). …
…

—the failure (—the,—impossibility) ‘v intimacy (true). …
…

—will I ever have been understood… —?
(—loved—? … ).

Mark Bolsover is a freelance writer and editor, based in Edinburgh. He currently has short experimental
prose-poetry published with FREAK CIRCUS Magazine (Edinburgh) and Into the Void Magazine (Dublin),
and forthcoming with 404 Ink Magazine (Edinburgh), in an anthology of ‘multimodal work’ with Twelve
Winters Press (Illinois), and with a project presenting pieces inspired by the work of Scottish-Italian sculptor Eduardo Paolozzi, in Edinburgh.
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DEBUT

The ring bell sounds. We begin.

by Michael Chin

his spine. It’s working.

Collar-and-elbow tie-up. The art of it is in

Off the ropes. His body is turned to a ninety

representing a test of strength and leverage. The

degree angle to me. Does he see me coming?

trick is that it’s closer to ballroom dancing, leading

Yes. He expertly loops his upper arm be-

and following, making steps to back up or to more

neath my armpit. Turns his body ninety degrees and

forward into the ropes. Forget the steps and your

flips me. Up, over, landing flat on my back. Then

legs tangle. Forget the steps and you topple.

the arm bar.

I topple.

His knee to my cheek, and cupped over my

He is on top of me. Cursing. This hairy-

shoulder, holding it firm. My wrist in his armpit,

chested veteran who seemed more like a teddy bear

pulling back, pulling my arm straight, too straight,

than a warrior before the match when he advised,

threatening to snap my elbow.

Listen to me and you’ll be fine.

I tap the mat. It’s what we did in training

Now we look like fools. Like a couple teen-

when the hold hurt and none of us knew how to ap-

agers dry humping on the ground. Our bodies strug-

ply them correctly, when the risk of injury loomed

gle against one another. Listen to me, goddamn it.

all the time.

He grabs a front face lock. Irish whip, leap

And I realize my mistake. That he’s experienced.

frog, hip toss, arm bar.

That he wouldn’t have broken my arm—least of all
by mistake. That I’ve tapped out with too wide a

Before I can ask which of these moves I’m

sweep of my hand, hard against the mat. Too big a

meant to give, which I’m meant to take, we’re in

gesture for anyone in the audience to miss it.

motion. He is up. He pushes me to the ropes and
pushes me off. The whip. I’m running. When I

An old man in the front row squints at me,

bounce off the ropes, he’s bent in back body drop

maybe thinking something went wrong.

position. I hop over him, just clearing the curve of

20

That I have been hurt to call off the match in these
mere seconds. He can’t know we’re supposed to go
ten minutes, but he has to know this wasn’t how the
bout was supposed to end.
The man next to him breaks up laughing. It
has to be a joke for a man to tap to a hold no one
gives up to. Some sort of post-modern commentary

on the expectations for the contemporary wrestling
match or a lesson to this set of fans that anything
might happen at any time in the ring, and not to take
any moment for granted.
The referee signals for the bell.
The veteran snarls, motherfucker.
We end. The ring bell sounds.

Michael Chin was born and raised in Utica, New York and is an alum of Oregon State's MFA
Program. He won Bayou Magazine's Knudsen Prize for fiction and has published in journals
including The Normal School and Bellevue Literary Review. Find him at miketchin.com and
follow him on Twitter @miketchin.
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Clotted Cream
by Theresa Power

The grass beneath Maeve’s feet was soft and

woman she would never have believed that her

dewy and it snuck in playfully between her toes.

reaction to something like this could be so pas-

She had forgotten to put shoes on but she didn’t

sive. No matter how calm she was though, the

mind. It was a nice feeling actually, the damp

sense of degradation she felt was something she’d

ground beneath her. She took the bed clothes

never managed to shake. It lingered in and around

that she’d just washed and shook each item free

her until she embodied it completely.

of creases. She hung them on the washing line

He sensed this early on and it occurred to

and smiled to herself as she watched them move

Maeve that it could very well be this—her humil-

gracefully in the breeze. It looked as if they

iation—that he got off on, rather than any other

were moving on their own accord.

aspect of his affairs. She often wondered if the

As she made her way back into the

image of her passively staring at the floor was

house, she stopped suddenly at the thought that

something he visualised while he fucked these

maybe she’d dreamt it.

women.

He had been cheating on her for years.

Maybe she was crying too, or apologising for

There had been a few different women. Most

something she hadn’t done right. She thought

seemed to fizzle out quickly but there had been

about him ploughing into whoever was beneath

one serious affair that she knew of. She knew

him with his gaze fixed on the headboard in front

the woman, though they weren’t friends. That

of him. It would interrupt his vision of Maeve if

was a small consolation. She wondered some-

he looked down at the woman under him, and

times if Caroline got a different Frank to her, if

anyway he wasn’t big on eye contact. He was al-

she got the good bits and then sent him home

ways looking straight ahead, in and out of bed,

with the rest. Maeve never confronted him

and no one was going to cause him to tilt his

about any of it. It wasn’t so much that she didn’t

head.

care, but she wasn’t angry in the way that other

Maeve stuck her head around the door of the

women seem to be when their husbands do

sitting room and felt something like relief. He

things like this. She wondered sometimes where

definitely was dead. She sat down beside him and

her capacity for rage had gone. As a young

thought about redecorating the place.
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She’d always liked the idea of wooden

corpse, something to indicate that the person has

floors and panelling in the sitting room, and she

skedaddled—the death equivalent of a postcard:

made a mental note to look for colour charts

Weather is lovely but the food’s not great. Say hi

later. There was one lying around somewhere

to the kids.

because they’d only just repainted the front of

Not a word. It was only when she went back to

the house. She was keen on changing it up, but

bed that it dawned on her that he hadn’t been

Frank decided that they would stick with the

snoring. He sounded like a train usually so she

original shade – Clotted Cream.

knew that wasn’t right. She tossed and turned for

Maeve glanced around the room at the cur-

a while and told herself she was just being para-

tains and the furniture and the letters piling up

noid. Frank would be the first person to tell her to

on the book case. Those pesky letters. She’d

cop herself on and quit imagining things. She

asked him once to put them in a drawer. No one

couldn’t shake it though, this feeling that some-

can relax with a pile of bills and junk mail be-

thing wasn’t quite right, so she went back down-

side them, she’d said, but he just replied that

stairs and tentatively tapped him on the shoulder.

since he was the one paying them he could

She stepped back for a few seconds, unsure

leave them wherever he liked. He caught her

whether she was more worried that he would

looking at the pile a couple of times after that

wake up or that he wouldn’t. He didn’t move. She

and he warned her not to even think about

looked at his chest and noticed that there was no

touching them. She didn’t. Even when she was

sign of his breathing. She tried to summon the

dusting she would dust around the letters, taking

nerve to check for a pulse but she couldn’t move.

care not to look at them and not to touch them.

He was only in his fifties so he couldn’t have just

She would glance over at the corner unit and let

died. It made no sense. She tried again to step

the edge of her cloth warn her when she was

forward and finally she managed it. She checked

getting too close.

his pulse and, sure enough, he was dead. She

He didn’t look dead. When she came down

thought about ringing someone but it was the

for a glass of water during the night, she

middle of the night. She didn’t want to cause a

thought he’d dozed off on the couch. Normally

fuss.

she’d have left him to it, but the TV was on and

She didn’t usually sit on the couch beside

she thought it might disturb him so she tiptoed

him. She usually sat on the chair in the corner,

over to get the remote control beside him. She

but it seemed only right to sit next to him now.

didn’t notice anything at all out of the ordinary.

He probably would have been annoyed that she

It was strange that death could come and go

went back to sleep after she found him. Annoyed

without so much as a trace. She had imagined

too that she’d pottered around the house for a

there would be some sort of feeling around a

couple of hours after getting up the following
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morning. He looked more like a corpse than a

She put her head down at the thought of his

sleeping husband now. The light shone through

voice getting louder and angrier, and she almost

the window and captured the sparsity of the hair

muttered an apology. She always had an apology

he had on the top of his head. He used to spend

on the tip of her tongue. He seemed to like the

ages arranging it to look fuller, carefully align-

fact that she didn’t always need a prompt from

ing the hairs in perfect order so no one would

him and sometimes this was enough to put him in

suspect that it was in short supply. It was the

good form. He’d give her a big smile and a peck

kind of vanity that only a middle-aged man can

on the cheek and she’d be so startled that for a

have - actively and entirely oblivious to itself.

little while she’d wonder if they’d put all that oth-

She brushed his hair back with her fingers to

er stuff behind them. It never lasted though. He

where it naturally fell, and the shiny patch was

allowed her these little breaks as a sort of reward

revealed in its place. Instinctively she jerked

but he never let her get complacent. That was

back in anticipation but nothing happened. It

what he dreaded the most. She looked up at his

was a strange feeling, ruffling his hair like this,

blank and stony face and it occurred to her that

exposing what was already so clearly on dis-

she wouldn’t need to apologise again. She stared

play. She looked at the small scar he had on his

at him, willing him to challenge her on it, but he

forehead, where she had sometimes steered her

didn’t.

gaze when she was trying to avoid looking in

She got around to telling people sometime

the direction of his bald patch. She thought

later that day, after she’d made a cup of tea for

again about calling someone, the undertaker or

them both and put her favourite TV show on. He

one of the neighbours, or the children—Luke

hated daytime TV and used to tell her it was only

and Clara would need to be told what had hap-

for cretins and layabouts. Perfect for you, he

pened. She knew she would have to deal with

would sometimes add, and other times he would

the practical side of things but there was a

just change the channel without saying anything.

strange comfort in sitting together like this. It

The panel were talking about what to do when

would have felt wrong to disturb it too quickly.

you don’t have time to wash your hair. After the

Maeve wondered if he was floating around

break they were going to move on to what to do

the room still or if he’d gone somewhere else.

when you realise you’ve been wearing the wrong

Maybe there was nowhere else. She imagined

shade of mascara.

him cursing her for everything she’d ever done.

‘Blue-black or black, that is the question. I

‘It’s no wonder I croaked it after listening to

wonder if Caroline knows what shade she should

you for all these years. It’s a wonder I didn’t go

be wearing,’ she said to Frank, as she added a

sooner.’

spoon of sugar to the tea she’d left in front of
him.
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As if by way of an answer, his phone beeped in
his pocket. Maeve carefully reached into his
pocket and took it out. She had thought about
checking his phone in the past to see what sort of
messages they exchanged, what sort of pictures.
As tempted as she’d been though, her fear always outweighed her curiosity. She looked at the
screen and the message that came through wasn’t from Caroline. It was from their son Luke.
She paused for a moment at the thought of her
beautiful boy, clutching her chest as the pain
seared through it. She didn’t read it, or any of
Frank’s other messages. Maeve turned his phone
off and put it down beside the cup of tea she’d
left in front of him. She couldn’t bring herself to
look at him, but she took some comfort from the
knowledge that he wouldn’t be able to drink it.

He didn’t take sugar.

Theresa Power studied English and Sociology at Maynooth University. She lives in Dublin where
she is currently working on a novel.
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A Window

by M.C. Rush

Perhaps the only thing that belongs to you
is your belief that things are yours.

The illusion of continuity.
The seeming severity of serenity.

The insistence that one choose
a superficial depth or a deep superficiality.

I'm smart enough to know
I'm not smart enough to know.

Everyone wants to sell you the world
while only renting you a place in it.

Our rooms come furnished with fuel,
fueled with furnishings, furbishings.

Give me a large enough window and an enticing view,
and I shall defenestrate the world.

M. C. Rush currently resides in upstate New York, has most recently published poems in Thin Air
Magazine, Two Thirds North, and The Tulane Review, and has poems forthcoming
in Lingerpost and Pirene's Fountain.
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HICKORY STUMP
by Cory O’Neile

I grunted as I dropped myself onto the parched,

with a wide-brimmed, starchy-looking hat to de-

stubborn stump, narrowly missing the cluster of

fend against the sun. The stranger wore a pair of

smiling splinters in the stump’s eye. My own eyes

white gloves, I saw as he drew closer. He led the

stung from the dust and the wind. I was sure they

goat by a rope strapped to a muzzle. The goat bore

were wired with bloody cracks. The abandoned

the stranger’s pack, a pair of miniature saddle-bags

stop had no windows left. Its eyes had been shat-

hanging from its flanks.

tered long before I’d arrived, and only empty

The stranger threw his hand into the air when

sockets stared from its dehydrated walls. I glanced

he saw me, still minutes away, and I returned it.

inside as I trudged to the stump to sit. Robbed

Soon the wind bore me his voice, a shrill, scratchy

blind. There was nothing left. A few wasps

growl. “Hello!” Downwind, I didn’t call back.

dashed back and forth in a mad rush, originating
from the large nest built in a hollow of the fallen

“Hello there, friend,” he said again when he

hickory tree. They ignored me, and I them in

dragged the goat to the edge of the dust road. He

turn.

didn’t come any further than the far corner of the
stop, watching me. His head was slightly tilted, his

The old hickory had fallen onto the iron

eyes narrowed against the sun above me, his face

sheeting roof of the stop an age ago, and the

tight and lips drawn back in an attempt to ignore

sheeting wrapped around the wood where it’d hit,

the glare. It bounced off the featureless sand and

pulling slap-dash nails from hasty screw holes. I

hit him from beneath the stiff brim of his hat.

imagined the nails screaming as they were

“You don’t mind if I take a while to ease myself, do

wrenched out. Like having a tooth pulled.

you? This here stop is the only one for a desert in

I had barely sat down when I saw the shim-

every direction. Been on my feet since midnight.

mer. It turned out to be the stranger, but it was a

Hard to beat the heat.” He glanced at the dead shell

long time before the fuzzy dark spot that stood

of the stop. “Not in the best condition, I’ll admit,

between the outback wasteland and the sickening-

but it’s a far knock better than the flat sand out be-

ly blue sky sharpened into the outline of a man,

hind us. What’s your name, sonny?”

leading a sickly goat. He was dressed in leathers,
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I jerked my brows and nodded. “My name is Sol-

“I agree,” I said. “I’m going to the New Land

omon. Sit down.”

as well. I hope.”

The stranger choked out a laugh. “Good,

“Is that so?” said the stranger. He leaned for-

good lad. Forgive me for asking, but there’s not a

ward. “Well, it’s a dangerous place, I don’t mind

lot of folk out here. Don’t come across another

telling you. I should know. And where do you

face much often. My many thanks.” He crossed

come from?”

the dry in front of me and glanced around, his eye

“The Saved Land,” I responded. “It’s the

lingering on the stump beneath me. “Not much

Wasteland now, of course.”

sitting space, is there? Why, I think I’ll just park
meself down on the trunk, I’ll say, is all there is.”

“Course,” he said, nodding. “O’ course.”

He exhaled with a blast of air as he left his feet,

“Shame.”

some ten feet from me.

“A dear shame.”

His goat sagged, weary and rat-ragged. But it

We fell into silence, and the goat bleated at

shared with its master a look of cunning in its rec-

me. I watched it for a moment. It didn’t blink. The

tangular eyes. They were a pale pink, and the lids

goat bleated again.

looked heavy and stained.

“C’mere,” grunted the stranger angrily, and the

“What’s your name?” I asked the stranger,

goat turned to him, its head high. He took a clear

looking at the wall of the stop. The goat was

bottle of water out of the saddlebag.

watching me, all four hooves planted on the dry. I
imagined it was hurting. Heat was causing the

“Ahh,” he murmured, and drank it all. It

ground to sway. But the goat just stood. “Where

sloshed out the side of his broken mouth, the

are you going?”

priceless drops seeming to vanish before my eyes
before they touched the ground. The goat stared at

“I’m heading back to the New Land,” said

the stranger, its blooded gaze unwavering. He fin-

the stranger, and grinned. His grin was broken. It

ished the water with a hideous belch and bounced

slanted too sharply and his teeth were studs of

the empty bottle off the goat’s head. It rolled away

dull gold. All of them. His gums were scarred. “I

across the dry and came to a rest against the wall of

was there once. Haven’t been there for a while.

the stop.

And now I’m headed back. Long journey. It’s

“By the Hells, I did need that,” said the

mightily good to sit a spell and give my poor feet

stranger. He snapped his fingers at the goat, and

a rest, I’m sure you’ll agree, Solomon.”

the sound was like a whip crack. “What are you

looking at? Get!”
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The sun was right overhead. I spared it a split-

“Ah,” said the stranger, sounding disappoint-

second glance and then reached for my own pack.

ed. “Another shame. But, forgetting a wager,

I recovered my work piece and held it in my

there’s no harm in a friendly competition. No mon-

hands, feeling the hewn softwood beneath my

ey changes hands, of course. It’s not about win-

angry burned skin. It was about half-finished. I’d

ning, I’m sure you’ll agree. But I sure would like to

finished the shaft as I’d waited for the grounds to

see if I can match you.”

cool in the dark. I took out my knife and began to

“If you would like.”

whittle, losing myself in the simplicity of it.

“Excellent,” he nearly shouted. His face fell.

“What’s that you got there?” said the

“Ahh, but I’m sure I have no wood on me to whit-

stranger after several minutes, although his voice

tle, and that’s the damned truth. It’s all about the

sounded eager, as if he’d been holding it in. “You

right wood, yes? What do you have there? I’ll be

a craftsman, Solomon?”

blessed if that isn’t pine.”

“Not really,” I said. “Just a hobby. It passes

“It is,” I said. “I’m afraid this is all I have of

the time.”

it.”

“Ay,” he said. “Well, I’m a man of many

“Damned fine wood,” he said fiercely. “Very

things, and one of the things that I do love is co-

fine. Although I find it’s just a little too character-

incidences. There ain’t not many craftsmen out

less. Can’t work it too intricately, if I’m able to use

there in these times, and it is always a fine thing

such words. Do you agree?”

to come across another man of the art. I whittle
as well, I’ll have you know.” I could hear his grin.

“I do,” I said. “But it suits me. I don’t mind a

“A worthy hobby, if I’m not being too forward.

simpler result. Simplicity holds a beauty all of its

I’m just speaking my mind, you know.” He fell

own. Too much flavour can ruin a meal.”

silent for another minute, and then said, almost

“Ah, a poet!” declared the stranger, his smile

like he was thinking out loud, “Are you a gam-

rather fixed. “Well, to each his own, would be what

bling man, my dear friend Solomon?”

I’d say to something like that. I’ll have to make do

I paused my whittling, and laid my knife

with some wood from this old beast.” He patted

carefully on my leg, and then removed a barely

the trunk he sat on. “And what do we have here,

visible splinter from my thumb. The wound was

exactly? This old hickory.”

bloodless, but I sucked on it carefully and cast the

“Not the best wood for whittling,” I said qui-

splinter to the ground upon the dry. “No.”

etly, and he stared at it for a moment, nodding
slowly.
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“No, it isn’t. Far too hard. But it’ll have to

through the wood without difficulty. He was pro-

do. I should be able to work it, I’m sure.” He ges-

tected from splinters by his gloves. I turned back to

tured at me. “Say, what kind of knife are you us-

my own piece and we worked.

ing there?”

“Hickory is an unfortunate choice,” I decided

I showed it to him, pausing in my work.

to say, and he nodded.

“A fine tool,” he said, and passed it back to

“Aye, I’m sure. Odd, do you think, to find a

me. “But I think in this case, I’m sure I have you

hickory tree out this way. Some sumbitch must

beat.” He pulled out his own knife and handed it

have planted it a long time ago.” He touched the

to me. The handle was a dead white and twisted.

trunk beneath him. “God-damn shame that it fell.”

It was mesmerising and repulsive. Sprouting from

The stranger’s knife whispered against the wood

the end of the handle was the small blade, black

gripped between his gnarled fingers and another

as tar, and sharp enough to make the backs of my

button-sized shaving peeled away. “You know, I

hands tingle. I passed it back to him.

saw this big beast when it stood tall, years and years
ago, and that old stop under it. The only stop in a

“Angel bone, that is,” he said, a glint in his

long while. Not many come out this way anymore,

eye. His grin was back. “Old knife.”

if I may be repeating myself, you know? Not out in

“You keep it in good condition,” I granted

this dead country.” He spat. It was dark and grimy.

him, and he shook his head.

The stranger’s face split into his now-familiar grin.

“Nay, I do, but it doesn’t need it.”

I glanced at the goat. “Why are its eyes like
that?”

He stood up and wrenched the goat over to
him by its muzzle, and felt around in the left bag

“Poor thing’s lived its life with them,” said the

again until he pulled out a small handheld hatchet,

stranger. “Horrid creature.”

which he quickly used to sever a branch from the

“What is its name?”

dead tree, and then hacked it until he had a satisfactory lump of hickory wood. Then he replaced

“I never thought to give it one, as a matter of

his hatchet and sat back down on the trunk.

fact.” He laughed under his breath. “It wouldn’t
know the difference between one name and anoth-

“Now,” he said. “We have to keep this fair,

er.” The goat blared at him, a hyuck that turned

so let’s not be looking at each other’s work until

into a shrill scream. It curled its hooves under itself

we’re done, yes?”

and slumped to its belly on the hot ground beneath

He began to peel at the hickory with his an-

the sparse shade the trunk offered. Its horns had

gel bone knife, the charcoal steel passing cleanly

been broken off.
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“Don’t lie down!” the stranger yelled at it, but he

I raised my piece, and his smile vanished. The

didn’t rise from his seat on the trunk. “Your hair

goat bleated loudly and staggered to its feet, and

will get all dusty and who’s going to clean you?

the stranger took his eyes from my carving and an

Bah!” He waved a hand and returned to his whit-

entirely different kind of smile stretched across his

tling. The goat lowered its head onto the dirt and

dead skin.

went to sleep. Over the hours it would wake and

“Simplicity holds a beauty of his own,” he said.

move itself, following the path of the shade as the

“A man of God like you knows that better than

sun began to fall to earth from the heavens. We

anyone.”

talked little but for the occasional question. For
the most part I concentrated on my piece. It was-

“Yes.”

n’t until the goat was lying up against the wall of

“I’m sorry, Solomon. I should have told you.”

the stop, chewing relentlessly at the discarded

“Told me what?” I said coldly. I stood up as

bottle, that the stranger laid down his knife, a

well.

small sigh escaping from between those carved

“That you’ll never be able to reach the New

lips.

Land. Sorry, sonny.”

“Done,” he whispered, and stood, turning to

He threw himself at me, his gorgeous horn

me. I laid down my own knife and looked into his

falling to the ground. It hit the hard dust and

cracked red eyes.

cracked in two, as the stranger bellowed and his

“Well, Solomon, my old friend. Our compe-

gloved fingers moved to close around my throat.

tition comes to an end.” He raised his piece. It

He rode me to the ground and he closed my wind-

was a twisted horn, spiraling around. The grain of

pipe in a white vice. I slammed my knee into his

the wood was straight as an arrow. It gave it an

groin and he buckled. I raised my carving, the pale

illusory bend, both straight and curved at once.

pine cross making a shadow against the backdrop

Six grooves ran down the spiral. There were

of the sun, and stabbed it into the side of his

words elegantly etched down the grooves: Who

throat. The stranger gasped, his old skin parting

overcomes by force, hath overcome but half his

easily beneath the wood, and blood sprayed from

foe.

where the cross sunk into his flesh, coating my
“It’s beautiful,” I said, and it was. The

hand. The stranger’s hands tightened, his eyes clos-

stranger’s eyes widened and his grin cut his face

ing. Crimson dripped from between his eyelids. He

in two.

opened his mouth as far as it would go and I gazed
into a void of worms, a bottomless pit from which

“I’m sure. And yours?”

the horrid creatures struggled to rise from, trapped
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forever in a lake of ice. And then the stranger
convulsed and collapsed onto me, and didn’t
move again.
My head laid on the dry and I gasped wildly,
drawing the moisture-less air into my lungs. I
hissed, and cried out, and then I heaved the
weight from me and the stranger rolled off me
onto the ground, shapeless in his coat, those
bloody eyes staring up at the sky. The goat laid
nearby on its side, its tongue hanging lifelessly
from its muzzle. It was dead. I picked up the angel bone knife, and the two halves of the broken
horn and walked to the stump, massaging my
throat, and I stayed there until the sun reached
the horizon and darkness fell over the endless
desert. In the morning I left the stranger behind

and moved on, closer to the New Land. His eyes
were still open, watching forever the cloudless
heaven.

A Brisbane writer, Cory O'Neile has been a writer since 2010, and is currently wrapping up a Bachelor of
Fine Arts in Professional Writing at Queensland University of Technology. He likes dogs and Mexican/
Italian food, and enjoys writing magical realism, fantasy, and humour.
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